Introduction
Let 7T(TI' -> n) denote a rearrangement of all non-negative integers by which the integer n is replaced by the integer n'. Guha in [1] 
proved the following: THEOREM A. A necessary and sufficient condition that a rearrangement 7r(n ; -* n) keeps unaltered the radius of convergence of any power series n' = n + o(n).
In this paper we use this theorem to show that the same characterization of rearrangements keeps unaltered the (p, g)-order of any entire function f( z ) = a n zn having an index-pair (p,q), (p > 2, q > 1, p > q). However, we see by an example that the characterization fails in the case of (P, ?)-type.
The following notations are frequently used in the sequal:
m -0, ±1, ±2, Throughout this paper whenever (log'" 1 ' a;) a (0 < a < oo) occurs, it is understood that x is such that this expression is a real number.
if p = q = oo, where 0 < a < oo and 0 < t < 1.
The main result in this paper is the following: 
Proof. If f(z) = X^^Lo
a nZ n is an entire function then,.by Theorem A, the rearranged series J2^=o a n' zn also represents an entire function fi(z), say. Let p(p,q) and pi(p,q) be the (p, (^-orders of f(z) and fi(z), respectively. Then by [2] :
and
•oo log' 9-1 '(ra -1 log |a n <| -1 ) Sufficiency. Let n' = n + o(n). Firstly, we suppose that 0 < p < oo. Then for any e > 0 and for all large n, we have (2.5) |o"| < exp{-nexp' 9-2 l(log' p-2 ' n') 1/(L+e) }.
Since n' -> oo with n, and distinct values of n correspond to distinct values of n' and vice versa, we have for all large n, (2.6) \a n ,\ < exp{-n'exp' 9-2 '(log' p~2 ' n') 1/(L+e) }.
Since n' = n + o(n), therefore for suitably chosen £ > 0 and for any given number d > 0, we have, for all large n,
Further, since n' tends to infinity with n, it follows that for infinitely many n, (2.8) |a n > | > exp{-n'exp[ ?_2] (log b~21 n') 1/(L~e) }.
Choosing e suitably, we find, for infinitely many n, that (2.9) \a n > | > exp{-7iexp' 9-2 '(log' p_2 '
Notice that (2.7) and (2.9) give lim sup It can be easily seen that n' = n + o(n). For simplicity, we consider the case (p, q) = (2,1). Then, the (2,l)-type of rearranged series oo n=2 is equal to 1/e 2 and thus is different from the (2,l)-type of f(z).
